LARGENTUM CREATIVE ARTS

INTERACTIVE
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VIDEO

argentum, Inc. is offering through its Creative Arts Services a compelling interactive video technology that allows the users to interact with the video that is displayed. You are only limitted by
your imagination because you can apply this solution to educational applications, information
distribution, promotions, and most of all - demand generation for your services. The solution is internet
based, works on all browsers, and converts your video to an interactive browser experience. We will
customize a high quality video solution that allows users to click on items within the video and have additional information, images, or web pages show up within the video. This powerful solution allows users
drive their experience which results in a more compelling interaction with your interactive video. The
provided full analytics will generate the data that you need to understand performance. The experience
with this ground breaking technology will have your customers wanting more and more.
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argentum understands the importance of reaching out to your customer communitive with
messaging that represents your brand. A responsive website design that will change its
dimen-sions based on the devices that are connected to the site and a brilliant creative
community that captures the essence of your messages with pictures, video, text, and layout
are only part of our secrets to your success.

Responsive Website Design
Branding Services
Brochures, Logos, Pamphlets, and more
Creative Imaging
Video Services
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About LARGENTUM Inc.
argentum, Inc. was founded in Boulder, Colorado with a focus on the acceleration of workflow
in hospitals and clinics through speech recognition, consultancy and process improvement.
The company has grown to support the full revenue cycle with a strong emphasis on best-ofbreed technologies and services that focus on ease of use, interoperability, affordability,
quality, mobility, demand generation, and collaboration. These solutions are developed
directly by Largentum and our strategic technology partners for a complete end-to-end
solution with deployments in the USA and Europe.

www.largentum.com
info@largentum.com
1.877.578.1660, option 1

